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ST. TERESA'S ACADEMY IS SUCH A VIBRANT SCHOOL. Award-winning choirs. College-bound athletes. Talented artists. Academic scholars. Presidential Service Award recipients. The list goes on and on...

For these reasons and more, we have been fortunate over the years to have consistent interest and enrollment at STA. And all signs indicate the 2015-16 school year will be another robust year. I like to believe it is due to high-quality teachers and a visionary board whose forward thinking and commitment to quality education are always at the forefront.

We would love to open our doors to all capable students, but for many families, finances can be prohibitive. Nearly 40% of our student population receive some form of financial aid. So when generous supporters step forward to fund our endowment, we are incredibly grateful.

In the next few pages, you'll read about four of our newest scholarship donors (there were fifteen in total this year!)...heroes in our financial world. Their generosity enables students and their families to better afford this wonderful STA education. They are living examples of the charism the Sisters of St. Joseph so strongly believe in: "to serve the dear neighbor." What a wonderful tradition this is and a true honor to our founders.

NAN TIEHEN BONE
President
The STA Endowment Fund

The school’s endowment fund helps students and families better realize their educational dreams. Each year, St. Teresa’s Academy offers nearly $680,000 in the form of financial aid, scholarships, and discounts to both incoming and current students—nearly 40% of the student body.

These funds allow us to recognize academic achievement, encourage diversity, and provide much needed financial assistance to worthy students. Our endowment also provides relief to families in financial crisis and supports students who utilize our work-study program.

Quick Facts

$239,000 scholarships  
$216,000 financial aid  
$17,600 Catholic school teacher/staff discounts  
$207,000 sibling and other discounts  
$679,600 assisting nearly 40% of all students
The Mary Therese Ismert Scholarship is in honor and memory of Mary Therese Byrne Ismert. It will be awarded to a student who exemplifies a deep Catholic faith and has a strong interest in math, science, or research. Preference will be given to a student who has demonstrated a desire toward a career and/or service in the mental health field.

I wanted to memorialize the saintliness of my wife, Mary Therese, Class of 1971, with this scholarship. In her soft-spoken voice, she offered never ending service to others, especially the mentally challenged. Our youngest, Ceci, has benefited from being at St. Teresa's Academy—academically, socially, and spiritually. Our hope is to assist other strong young women like Ceci.

— MIKE ISMERT
The Switzer/Wholey Family Scholarship will be awarded to a student who is an active participant in the St. Teresa’s Academy community and who also demonstrates financial need.

My wife Janet and I were very pleased with the education that our four girls received while attending St. Teresa’s Academy. It provided them a strong foundation for college. We will always support St. Teresa’s and appreciate the opportunity to assist other students through this scholarship.

— BOB WHOLEY
I was so happy to receive the Becca Lueke Scholarship for the 2014-15 school year. Becca was a good friend of my sister Maggie. They played basketball together and I grew up watching them play on the STA team. I was the first recipient of this scholarship and that means a lot to me. It is nice for my family, too, as it helps pay for school expenses. Thank you to Becca's family.

— Tess Rellihan, sophomore
Scholarships Offered at STA

Each year, St. Teresa’s Academy offers approximately 150 scholarships to students, including incoming freshmen. It is through the generosity of our benefactors who support these scholarships that St. Teresa’s can continue to offer a premiere, Catholic, college-prep education to young women in the Kansas City area. Thank you to all who have and continue to support the following scholarships:

- 140th Anniversary Scholarship
- Academy Woman Scholarship
- Richard and Gwen Aylward Scholarship
- Janet E Bax Scholarship
- Joy Locke Bauers Memorial Scholarship
- **Live Like Luke Bresette Scholarship**
- MaeJuana Bumpus Scholarship*
- **Janice Neenan Clarkson Scholarship**
- Class of 1969 Scholarship
- **Sr Patricia Clune Scholarship**
- Coca-Cola Bottling Company Scholarship
- Mary Ann Higgins Craven Scholarship
- William and Dorothy Curry Family Scholarship
- Sr Olive Louise Dallavis CSJ Scholarship
- Mary Ellen and Roy Daly Scholarship
- Kathie and Don Drummond Family Scholarship
- **Drummond Sisters Scholarship**
- Patricia Ann Whalen Dunlay Scholarship*
- **Enright Foundation Scholarship**
- Joseph and Marjorie Fahey Scholarship
- Marjorie Rogers Fahey Scholarship
- Hannah Farman Scholarship
- Fine Arts Boosters Scholarship
- Nan Murphy Finucane Scholarship
- Patricia M Fitzgerald Scholarship
- **Sr Helen Flemington Scholarship**
- Donald Foley Family Scholarship
- Helen Franke-Joslin Scholarship
- Geisel Family Scholarship
- Dr Joe Grantham Scholarship
- Joseph P Sr, and Maureen A Gravino Memorial Scholarship
- Alice Daly Grimm Scholarship
- Marion Huber Haake Scholarship
- Martha Head Scholarship
- John and Mildred Hocevar Scholarship
- Katherine Dierks Hodges Scholarship
- **Mary Anne Hoecker Scholarship**
- Hudsk/Vines Scholarship
- **Mary Therese Ismert Scholarship**
- James B and Patricia Kelly Memorial Scholarship
- Elizabeth H Kirk Scholarship*
- Virginia Reardon Kopp Scholarship
- Sr Harriet Koutsoumpas Scholarship
- **Terri Hastings LaManno Scholarship**
- Rebecca Marie Lueke Scholarship
- **Madden Family Scholarship**
- Ellen Hughes Marx Scholarship
- **Sr Rose Mc larney Scholarship**
- HJ Massman III Scholarship
- McDonald Campbell Family Scholarship
- McDonnell Family Scholarship
- McMahon Family Scholarship
- House of Menaha Legacy Scholarship
- Lawrence and Mary Jane Meyer Scholarship
- Pauline and Charles S Miller Family Scholarship
- Miller-Nichols Charitable Trust Scholarship
- Colleen Mulcahy Scholarship
- Helen Dierks Neenan Scholarship
- Isabelle Neenan Scholarship
- Jack and Dorothy Sipp Nestor Scholarship
- Pegasus Capital Management Technology Scholarship
- Porto Family Scholarship
- Forster Powers Foundation Scholarship
- Aileen Altman Richmond Scholarship
- Mary Catherine Eagan Robertson Scholarship
- Searles-Gannon Scholarship
- Sr Dorothy Eleanor Sipp CSJ Scholarship
- STA Alumnae Scholarship
- **STA Bridge Club Scholarship**
- STA Faculty/Staff/Administration Scholarship
- **STA Fine Arts Booster Scholarship**
- Star Scholarship
- Student Government Organization Scholarship*
- **Switzer/Wholey Family Scholarship**
- Eileen Teahan Scholarship
- Rose Sarli Teicher Scholarship
- Amy Thompson Scholarship
- Jeanne Collins Thompson Scholarship
- Joan Lodde McGee Thompson Scholarship
- Betty Waters Tiehen Scholarship
- **Sr Joan Tolle Scholarship**
- Toplikar Family Scholarship
- Howard Turtle Scholarship*
- Sr Barbara Verheyen CSJ Scholarship
- Carol A Warren Memorial Scholarship
- Bob and Eleanor Sipp Wilkes Scholarship
- Wilson-Hvass Scholarship
- Victor Zahner Scholarship

*Annually funded scholarship

**New scholarships for 2014**
Drummond Sisters Scholarship

The Drummond Sisters Scholarship will be awarded to a student with financial need who either has a sister currently attending St. Teresa’s Academy or a sister who is a recent graduate of St. Teresa’s Academy.

This is the third scholarship Eileen Drummond has gifted to St. Teresa’s Academy.

I’m the eldest of six and very fortunate that my sisters and brothers all live in the Kansas City area. We share many wonderful memories and for my two sisters and me, those include our time at STA. We were not in school at the same time (one would graduate and another would follow—our dad went to twelve Father/Daughter dances!), but we have the STA experience in common as do many generations of sisters at St. Teresa’s Academy. "Long may that continue!"

— EILEEN DRUMMOND ’68
Establish a scholarship
A gift of $25,000, given over time or all at once, will be placed in the school's endowment portfolio. The interest earned is given as a $1,000 annual student scholarship. You can define the criteria for the award, such as financial need, academic performance, or service. Many STA supporters have pooled their resources to establish a scholarship, such as an alumnae class or members of a family.

Support Annual Giving
Gifts to the Annual Giving Fund bridge the gap between tuition and the cost of education. These funds are also directed towards offering competitive teacher salaries and continuing education, purchasing state-of-the-art technology, enhancing faith formation, and many other important aspects of an STA education.

Consider Planned Giving: Bequest, Beneficiary, Stocks
Many alumnae and friends have designated St. Teresa's Academy in a direct bequest or through an established trust. St. Teresa’s Academy can also be named as the full or partial beneficiary of a retirement plan, IRA, or life insurance policy. A gift of stock, either outright or within your will, is another way to support the school.

Join the Women’s Circle of Giving
This group of philanthropic women support the specific needs of STA faculty that lie outside of the school's typical operating budget. WCG members pool their contributions to maximize their philanthropic efforts, with each member having an equal voice in the distribution of funds.

Participate in Special Fundraising Events
Support the school’s unique fundraising events, which include the annual auction, the Golf Classic, and the student-led Stars Walk-of-Fame and Color Throw. These events are great ways to get involved and meet other extraordinary parents and students as well.

Contact Barbara Cusick, Director of Development, at bcusick@stteresasacademy.org or 816.501.0031.
The Janice Neenan Clarkson Scholarship was created by the Clarkson family in honor of family matriarch Janice Neenan Clarkson, Class of 1942, and will be awarded to a student with financial need who has demonstrated a superior work ethic including diligence, commitment, and perseverance towards her academic goals.

For 150 years St. Teresa’s Academy has provided a Catholic education to the young women of Kansas City. Three generations of Clarkson women, including my wife, my daughters, and my granddaughters have benefited from the religious and academic training provided by the school. A Catholic education is a lifetime blessing to those who receive it.

— BILL CLARKSON
Financials

St. Teresa’s Academy is committed to fiscal integrity and good financial stewardship. The school enjoys a community of alums, parents, and board members who are committed to its future and financial well-being. The endowment has grown from $3.9 million to $5.7 million in assets, and sound financial management of both assets and school operations is a point of accomplishment and pride.

The following figures reflect gross financial totals for the year 2014.

*includes $1M one-time gift from the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet toward the Inspiring Women Campaign.

### Revenue
- 65% Net Tuition
- 22% Fundraising/Donations *
- 9% Investment Income
- 4% Auxiliary Enterprises
- 1% Other

### Expenses
- 84% Instructional & Academic Support
- 4% Operation & Maintenance
- 7% Administration
- 5% Fundraising
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ST. TERESA’S ACADEMY WILL SOON BE CELEBRATING A MAJOR MILESTONE IN ITS STORIED HISTORY. One hundred and fifty years ago, the Sisters of St. Joseph founded St. Teresa’s Academy with the mission of promoting the intellectual, physical, and spiritual growth of young women. However, the students and alumnae receive something far more special than an education by joining the STA community.

As a parent of three graduates and now serving as the president of the Board of Directors, I have had the privilege of witnessing the unique bond formed among the students as a result of sharing a common set of life experiences. Whether it is the ceremonial passing of the torch by seniors, the infamous advisory parties, or giving back to the community through service hours, these young women become part of a sisterhood that embraces their individuality so each student can find a path for growth in all aspects of life. The administration, faculty, and staff view the words of St. Teresa of Avila embossed on the wall in Donnelly Hall as much more than a phrase, but rather a way of life; “In this house, all must be friends, all must be loved, all must be held dear, all must be helped.”

As we soon celebrate the accomplishments of the last 150 years, it is important to remember that the recipe for success is not complicated. The Sisters of St. Joseph along with the faculty and staff have created a place where girls are encouraged to help each other become more than they ever dreamed possible. This proven model has withstood the test of time, and St. Teresa’s Academy will continue to empower young women in the future.

ERIC VOGE
President
Board of Directors
ACS Building Services
AestheticCare
Alaskan Fur
Wanda Allen Designs
Almar Printing
AJ Manufacturing Company
AMC Theatres
American Century Investments
American Legacy Gallery
Ameriprise Financial
Andrews McMeel Universal
Angles Law Firm
ARA’s Gallery
Anthony Plumbing Heating & Cooling
Atterbury Family Foundation
Automated Control Systems
Avila University
Baer & Associates, Inc
Belmonte Dairy Company
Bella Napoli
Beyer Crushed Rock Company
Black & McDonald
Blue Grotto
Boulevard Brewing Company
Bowen Construction Co Inc
BRGR Kitchen & Bar
Brio Tuscan Grille
Brookside Jewelry
Buggin’ & Cruisin’ Driving School
Bushnell Performance Optics
The Capital Group Companies Charitable Foundation
Carey and Associates
Carey Transportation
Carondelet Health
Carondelet Orthopaedic Surgeons
Car Wash 103
Certified Carpet Systems, Inc
Chick-fil-A Ward Parkway Shopping Center
Chipotle Mexican Grill
Children’s Mercy Neonatal Nurse Practitioners
Clarkson Construction Company
Coca Cola Bottling Company
Corporate and Foundation Support

Thank you to the following businesses and organizations who contributed funds or services to St. Teresa’s Academy during 2014:

- Colliers International
- Commerce Bank
- Community/America Credit Union
- Contract Furnishings
- Cosentino’s Brookside Market
- Cosentino’s Price Chopper—Brookside
- Country Club Bank
- Country Club of Leawood
- Crick Camera Shop
- Culver’s of State Line
- Eddie Cummings Tile Company, Inc
- Cunningham Family Fund
- CVS
- Dark Horse Distillery
- De Cloud Studios
- The Dehaemers Family Charitable Trust
- Dennis Uniform
- Distribution by Air
- Drenon’s Jewelry
- DST Systems, Inc
- JE Dunn Construction Company
- Epoch & Associates
- Enright Foundation, Inc.
- Epoxy Coating Specialists
- Brian Patrick Euston Foundation
- Excel Linen Supply
- Exterior Energy Consultants, Inc
- Exxon Mobile Foundation
- JM Fahey Construction Co
- Fahey Family Foundation
- Fahey Realty Company
- Fairway Eye Center - Mark Bunde, OD
- Family Farm & Landscape
- Faultless Healthcare Linen
- Fiddle Fig
- Fidelity Charitable Fund
- Fitzgerald Enterprises Inc
- Flowers by Design
- Forster Powers Charitable Trust
- Garozzo’s Italian Restaurants
- O.H. Gerry Optical Co
- Get Smarter Prep
- The Goebel Family Goodcents
- Gomers Fine Wines
- Goodcents
- The Goopert Foundation
- Gram & Dun
- Greater Horizons
- Greater Kansas City Community Foundation
- Greenlease Library Staff
- Greensman
- H & R Block
- Hallmark Corporate Foundation
- Hangers Cleaners
- Harpo’s in Westport
- Heirloom Children’s Play Furniture, LLC
- Highwoods Properties
- Hi Hat Coffee
- HJ Hodes and Co
- Hollyday Aesthetics
- Hotel Sorella – Country Club Plaza
- Hudson & Jane
- lboswell, Inc.
- I Donnelly Company
- Indigo Wild
- InterContinental Kansas City
- ISC Surfaces
- Jack Miller Kia
- Jasper’s Restaurant
- JJ’s Restaurant
- JMC, Inc
- JMC Realty
- Josten’s
- Kansas City Art Institute
- Kansas City Irish Fest
- Kansas City Marriott Downtown
- Kansas City Southern
- Kansas City Transportation Group
- Kansas City’s Running & Sports Medicine Clinic
- Kansas City Veterinary Care, LC
- Kauffman Foundation
- Kawasaki Motors
- Manufacturing Corporation
- F. H. Kaysing Company
- KCP&L–Cardish Co
- KC Hops, LTD
- KC Screen Print
- KC Surroundings
- Kdog Photography
- Neil Kelly, DDS PC
- Kelly’s Westport Inn
- Kissick Construction Company
- KMBC TV Channel 9
- KZ Jewel Design
- Lankford & Associates
- Consulting Engineers, Inc
- Larson Financial Services, Inc
- Lathrop & Gage
- Lidia’s Restaurant
- Lockton Companies, Inc.
- Lon Lane’s Inspired Occasions
- Los Tules Mexican Restaurant
- Madden-McFarland Interiors
- A J Manufacturing Company
- MARC
- The Markin Group, Inc.
- Mark One Electric Co, Inc
- Martinez Upholstery
- Masco Corporation
- Massman Construction Co
- AB May
- MBB+ Agency
- McDonnell Family Foundation
- McGee Foundation
- Thomas McGee & Sons
- McGilley Memorial Chapel
- Michael J McInerney LLC
- Microsoft Corporation
- McNerney & Company
- MG McMahon & Co
- McQuaid Brothers Remodeling Company
- MedTrak Services LLC
- Moeroteo Midwest Jewelers
- Metropolitan Transportation Service, Inc
- Robert E. Miller Insurance Group
- Molle Toyota, Inc
- Mount Moriah
- Muehlbach Funeral Home
- Needham Floral
- Neenan Company
- Neighbors Construction Company
- NEVA Actewerar
- NextPage
- Nichols Charitable Trust
- Nick and Jake’s
- Nick’s Western Stores
- Northpoint Development, LLC
- James B. Nutter & Co
- Old World Spices – Laurie’s Kitchen
- O’Neill’s Restaurant & Bar
- Optical Innovations
- Parisi Artisan Coffee
- P&BJ Restaurants, Inc
- Pegasus Capital Management
- Perfect Scents
- Pizza 51
- Plaza Tennis Center
- Polsinelli
- Pride Cleaners
- PRP Wine International
- Pryde’s Old Westport
- Pyramid Pipe & Supply
- Raphael Hotel Group
- Recon Development
- Reeves-Wiedeman Company
- George P. Reitnies Co, Inc
- Re/Max State Line
- Resources Office Furniture
- Roasterie Coffee, Inc
- Rockhurst High School
- Royal Liquors Inc
- The Rye Studio
- St. Joseph Health Center
- Schutz Lumber Co
- Schwab Charitable Foundation
- Scripps Howard Foundation
- Seasonal Concepts
- See More Signs
- SeniorCare Homes
- Shea Photography
- Sheehan Irish Imports
- Shook, Hardy & Bacon
- Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet
- Smith Holloway Patton Foundation
- Smoke-N-Fire
- Sonic America’s Drive-In
- Southside Wood & Patio/ Woodbury BBQ
- Southwest Steel
- Fabricators, Inc
- Spectra Energy
- Sport Court of Overland Park
- Sporting Kansas City
- Sports Radio 810 WHB
- Sprint Foundation
- John J Sullivan, Jr
- Charitable Foundation
- Superior Bowen Asphalt Company LLC
- Sutherland Lumber Co
- Swallow’s Nest Pottery
- Target
- Team Office, LLC
- D Thomas & Associates
- The Tienhen Group
- The Ernst & Gertrude Ticho Foundation
- Time Warner
- Tobler’s Flowers, Inc
- Topeka College, School, Inc
- Treat America
- Trezo Mare Operating Co, LLC
- Turozolo Communications Group
- UBS Financial
- UMB Bank
- Under the Palm Tree
- Universal Press Syndicate
- Urban Table
- V Wealth Management
- Village Dental - Kevin Cattaneo DDS, LLC
- Visitacion Church
- Waldo Pizza
- Ward & Ward Custom Framing
- Webster House
- Wells Dairy, Inc
- Wells Fargo
- Wilborn & Associates
- Your Solutions: One Stop
- YMCA of Greater Kansas City
- A Zahner Company
- Zaumsys, Inc
St. Teresa’s Academy would like to recognize and thank the benefactors who made gifts to Annual Giving, endowment, scholarships, and special events in 2014. Annual gifts allow the school to offer a wide range of programs and initiatives to help keep St. Teresa’s Academy at the forefront of private, secondary education.

**HERITAGE SOCIETY**

**$20,000 and above**

- Beyer Crushed Rock
- Country Club Bank
  - Byron Thompson Family
  - Joan and Byron Thompson
- The Delhaemers Family
  - Charitable Trust
- Eileen Drummond
- Enright Foundation, Inc
- Fahey Realty Company
  - Connie and Kevin Fahey
  - Sue and Joe Fahey
- J & M Fahey Construction Co
  - Goppert Foundation
- Kauffman Foundation Matching Gifts Program
- Mark One Electric Co Inc
  - Roseana Privitera Biondo
- McDonnell Family Foundation
  - Jean and Tom McDonnell
  - Christine and Doug Fielder
  - Jean and Tom McDonnell
- Mcgee Foundation
- Dawn and Travis O'Guin
- Sisters of St Joseph of Carondelet
  - Joan and Byron Thompson
  - Janet and Bob Wholey

**CARONDELET CIRCLE**

**$5,000-$19,999**

- Mary Anne Altman
- Elain and Tom Bax
- Jane and Dick Bruening
  - Michelle and John Bunch
- Janie and William Clarkson
- Susan and John Crowe
- Mary Jo and Warren De Maio
- Douglas and Megan Dunlay
- JE Dunn Construction Co
  - Jean and Bill Dunn, Sr
  - Anne and Steve Dunn
  - Marianne and Bill Dunn Jr
- Terry Dunn
- Robert Dunn
- Tom Fritzen
- Mary Carol and Dan Garrity
- Ellen and Jim Glynn
- Greater Kansas City Community Foundation
  - Mary Anne and Dan Hammond
  - Mary Anne and Jay Jackson
  - Kansas City Southern
- Julie and Mike Kirk
- Kissick Construction Co
  - Jim Kissick
  - Janie and Alan Lankford
  - Jane Macedonia
  - The Marlin Group, Inc
  - Peggy Massman
  - Trish and Michael Mayer
  - Rosie and Tim McNamara
  - Carol Miller
  - Nichols Charitable Trust
  - Betsy and Rob Pitts
  - Olevia Pitts
  - Diane and Bill Schwartz
  - Melissa and David Skeens
- Smith Holloway Patton Foundation
  - Holly and Don Beineman
- Erin Schneider Stucky and Paul Stucky
- Amy and Rob Swaett
- The Ernst and Gertrude Ticho Charitable Foundation
- USB Financial
- Nancy and Jim Vines
- Pat and Owen Zidar

**PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL**

**$1,000-$4,999**

- Auberley Family Foundation
  - Alicia and Luke Bailey
  - Kathleen and John Barry
  - Grace and Charles Barth
  - Mimi Doherty and Robert Barton
- Sally Batz
  - Colleen and Mark Bauman
  - Susan and Michael Becker
  - Nan and Bill Bone
  - Superior Bowen Asphalt Co
  - Mary and John Buchanan
  - Martha and EJ Burke
  - Carondelet Health
  - Janice and Peter Clune
  - Barbara Concannon
  - Anne and Kevin Connor
  - Kathy and Pat Copping
  - Virginia and Tom Copping
  - Sharon and Charles Cornell
  - Gill Crump
- Cunningham Family Fund
  - Mr. & Mrs. Robert Cunningham
  - Dorothy and Bill Curry
- Keely and Brendan Daly
- Mary and Martin De Ruyter
- Leanne Deshong
  - Edna and Robert Dillon
  - Brenda and Kevin Doyle
  - Katie and Ryan Duffy
  - Lisa and Mark Ebbets
  - Ann and David Eckels
  - Susan and Christopher Eubank
  - Brian Patrick Euston Foundation
  - Fidelity Charitable Fund
  - Fine Arts Boosters (FAB)
  - Margaret and Marlin Fiola
  - Amy and Scott Fiss
  - Larry Fitzgerald
  - Tricia Fitzsimmons
  - Robin Good
  - Joanne and Matt Gratton
  - Mary and Sam Gromowsky
  - Barb and Jon Haden
  - Susan Herzberg
  - Ann and Joe Hodes
  - Joan and Dennis Huber
  - Therese and Mike Ismet
  - Kathy and Tom Jantsch
  - Theresa and Andrew Jefferson
  - Sandy and John Jungk
  - Karen Katen
  - Donna Katen-Bahensky and Jim Bahensky
  - Laura and Leo Kenney
  - Robin and Mark Kistler
  - Nancy and Steve Kitts
  - Jonathan Knee
  - Cheryl Lady
  - Doe and Pat Lofus
  - Donna Loren & Dennis Harrisch
  - Beth and Brian Madden
- Roseann and Joe Mandacina
- La Donna and John Marietti
- Renae and Michael Maus
- Julie and Mike McCann
  - Cynthia and Pat McCarthy
  - Kelli and Robert McDill
  - Jill and Thomas McGee
  - James McGraw and Kristin Sött
  - Amy and Mike McKenzie
  - Joanie and Jim McLaughlin
  - Patty and Mike Mahon
  - Denise McNerny
  - Mike McQuaid
  - Betsy and George Medina
  - Elizabeth Medina
  - Ronald Miglin
  - Brenda and Scott Moore
  - Mary Morgan
  - Vicki and Greg Muehlebach
  - Kathy and Jack Newman
  - Anne and Vincent O’Flaherty
  - Jody and Jim Olson
  - Sheila Pendergast
  - Amy and Steven Pendleton
  - Ann and Tyler Prochnow
  - Julie Reardon
  - Lynn and Jay Reardon
  - Peggy and Kerry Reardon
  - Kris and Mick Rhodes
  - Mary and Kevin Ring
  - Julie and Brad Robertson
  - Robin and Mark Kistler
  - Nancy and Steve Kitts
  - Jonathan Knee
  - Cheryl Lady
  - Doe and Pat Lofus
  - Donna Loren & Dennis Harrisch
  - Beth and Brian Madden

**ACADEMY CLUB**

**$500 - $999**

- Kathleen Andrews
- Cristina and Pete Angles
- Kirk and Linda Arnold
- Carol Ann Aylward
- Peggy and Jack Baker
- Joanie and Joe Bauman
- Mary Ellen and John Beisner
- Laura and Brook Benge
- Devin Blackburn
- Therese and Gary Smith
- Martha and Rodd Staker
- Michella and Michael Stiles
- Michele and Jim Stowers
- Amy and James Sullivan
- Amy and Mark Thompson
- Julie and Chris Thompson
- Kate Thompson
- Rita and James Tiehen
- Peggy and Jim Van Dyke
- Anna Marie and Eric Vogel
- Ann and Walter Von Grepp
- Bonnie and Gary Vonz
- Gretchen and Eric Vosburgh
- Theresa Waller
- Pamela Waltzer
- Christian Weld-Brown
- Jim Brown
- Mary and John Whitaker
- Kathleen and Kurt Wiedeman
- Lorena and Rick Wiedeman
- Molly and Ted Wiedeman
- Diane and Rob Wilmot
- Michelle and Brian Wimes
- Julie and Steve Zanone
- Emily and Mark Zastrow
Tina and Mark Blanck
Amy and Anthony Bode
Mark Box
Heather and Ryan Bresette
Laurenne and Bob Caffarelli
Mary Beth and Mark Compton
Laura and Tim Conneally
Nancy and Kevin Connell
Patrick Craven
Barbara and John Cusick
Emily and Geoffrey Day
Peggy and David Eckerdt
Nancy and Mark Fitzpatrick
Erin and Jason Flood
Elizabeth Flook
Mary Ellen and Bob Gawlik
Mary Kay Godfrey
Michael Gravino
Mary and Tom Grimaldi
Rob and Amy Haake
Kathy Hauser and Fred Ernst
Jennifer and Andy Heck
Kathy and Rich Hilliard
Ann Hiscox
Mary and Steve Hornbeek
Roseann and Jim Hudnall
Debi and John Hudson
Peggy and Bud Kasper
James Kelly
Rosemary Kilker
Mary and John* Kitchin
Debra and Stephen Knowles
Bridge and Nick Krieger
Mary and Bob Kuhnlein
Joanne and James Lampe
Kelly and Willie Lanier, Jr.
Susannah and Mark Lesswing
Debbie and Don Lueke
Teresa Lyon
Cathy and John Marx
Ellen McCarthy
Jesdon and Michael McCowen
Betsy McDonnell
Rachel and Geordie McGonagle
Kelly McLean
Ann and Ed McShane
Charlotte and Ed Mehrer
Mary and Jim Meysemburg
Karen and Sean Miller
Lee Ann and John Miller
Angela Murphy
Marie and Bob Neenan
Karen and Steve O’Neill
Mary and Louis Orlando
Barbie and Terry O’Toole
Colleen and Mark Patterson
Sigrud and Joe Perichis
Sharon and Steven Perry
Marion and Emmet W Pierson Jr
Kathy and Jim Polinelli
Christina and Jim Psaras
James and Jan Quarnstrom
Anne and Jeff Randolph
Deborah and Mark Redick
Diana and Thomas Robertson
Kathy and Tony Rohr
Molly Rothove
Anne Russell
Eilane and Robert Russell
Ann and Steven Sanders
Scott Schepler
Joan and Andy Schieber
Kathy and Donald Schilling
Beatriz and Matthew Schloegel
Ali Scholes
Nancy and Chuck Schorgl
Molly Sisulak
Anne Sly
Pat and Christy Sirridge
Mary and Steve Soden
Jan and Jim Stacy
Jeanine Strandjord
Julie and John Strickland
Annabelle and Leo Sweeney
Colleen and Bill Teasdale
Mary and Paul Thompson
Emily and Dan Vogt
Kelly Voitenko
Lynne and Andrew Wagner
Michele and Mark Warnecke
Joan and Dale Watts
Linda and Lohn Weber
Mary Ann and Dan Welsh
Molly and Steve Wendland
Ann Zimmerman
Wendy and Chuck Zoog

TERESIAN CLUB
$250 - $499
Jan and Frank Agnew
Amy Aldrich
Peggy and Peter Allen
Mary Beth and Torgny
Andersson
Andrews & McMeel Universal
Foundation
Patricia Baker
Beth and Bruce Benteman
Megan Blaufuss
Julia and Nick Berardi
Cheryl and Christopher Bolin
Shawn Briner
Mary Ann and Spencer Brown
Dana and Rhett Buford
Janet and Gary Burns
Cathy Burr
Doug Campbell
Susan Campbell
Pam and Perry Ceriotti
Jennifer and Thomas Clemente
Jo Ann and Jerry Cloninger
Devon Coffey
Lillian Cornell
Cathy and Tom Cooney
Kristin Crawford
Cathy and Angelo Cusumano
Robert Deay
Linda Decker
Mary Ellen Dick
Sandi and Allen Dillingham
Laura Duchardt and Mike
Walker
Anita and John Dunn
Theresa and Bill Egelhoff
Rita Ellsworth
Nancy and Marty Engelke
Colleen and Sam Enna
Maureen and Michael Euston
Melanie and Frank Feigenbaum
Barbara and Steven Flynn
Michelle and Tom Franey
Lori and William Froeschl
Maria and Peter Genaris, Ill
Celeste and Tony Gogel
Mary Betty Green
Beth Haden
Mary Catherine Hale
Lisa and Jim Hart
Annalise and JR Hartig
Meredith Hartley
Kim Conn and Ron Hercules
Katie and Reed Hiett
Dianne and Leo Hirner
Jeanne and Dave Hokanson
Kara and Bart Hoolehan
Jill and Michael Hough
Theresa and Alfred Hupp
Rita and Mark Hyde
Pat James
Yve and Phil James
Teresa and HB Jefferson
Joan and Dick Jordan
Mary Jane and Michael Judy
Jane Keller
Shawn and John Keller
Jennifer and Jeff Kembel
Jessica and Wade Kerrigan
Michele Kerwin
Ellen and Jonathan Klem
Pam and Gerhard Kutzi
Susan and Harold Lamb
Roberta Lancaster
Molly and Brett Lane
Tammy and Ken Laudan
Vicki and Tony Lehr
Joel Lemense
Frand and Matt Lester
Janet Lillis
Maria and Pat Looney
Mary and Chuck Loveland
Rita and Scott Luallin
Carrie and Terry Madden
Dave and Michelle Marshall
Jackie and Henry Massman
Mary Beth and Steve McClain
Barb and Tim McCormick
Betsy McCoy
Michele and Andrew McCue
Kirsten and John McGannon
Nancy and Hal McGinnis
Mary McLiney
Maribeth and Tom McMahon
Sherry and Gina and Susan and Frances Schilling
Jean Neenan and Russ Small
Mary and Dan Oades
Peggy and Bill Oades
Ann and Daniel O’Brien
Betsy O’Brien
Diana and Joe Omhes
Jennifer and Michael S O’Neill
Lucinda and Dick Petrie
Mary Kay Porter
Antoinette Powers
Cindy and Pat Price
Jane and Andy Quarstrom
Monica Rafter
Rita Rapp
Maureen and Joe Redd
Karen Reilly
Amy and Eric Renner
Rita and Bill Rost
John Rowe
Lena and Joe Runyan
Nancy and William Rusch
Kevin Ryan
Sana and George Saleh
Megan and Brian Schaefer
Frances Schilling
Kathy and John Schirger
Ann Schorheide CSJ
Colleen and Brian Schorgl
Jennifer and Daniel Schroeder
Susan and Michael Scully
Ron and Suzanne Slepitza
Clare and Stephen Smith
Robert Smith
Gina and Charles Smrt
Sherry and Robert Stiles
Holly Streeter-Schaefer
Yumi Stroder
Iryna Strogonova
Rachel and Jim Sullivan
Lynn and Dan Teahan
Laura and Michael Thompson
Kitty and James Tierney
Carol and Patrick Tracy
Julie Trotter
Annie and Patrick Tweedy
Jennifer and Ulrich
Waldenmeyer
Paige and Mark Walsh
Patty Waris
Marcia Warwick
Joan and Glenn Wells
John Wendland
Joane and Bryan Wilkerson
Laura Willowson
Kathy and Jim Williams
Lynn and Gary Willnauer
Elizabeth Wilson
Jami and W Stuart Woodbury, Jr
Meg and Bill Zahnier

WINDMOOR CLUB
$100-$249
Angela and Pete Allard
Marcia and Martin Allen
Alice Amick
Jill and Darrin Andersen
Katie and Dave Anderson
Laura and Brent Arensberg
Annie and Matt Armstrong
Maria and Alejandro Arrieta
Gwen Aylward
William and Kara Barbieri
Judith Barker
Susie and Mike Barnthouse
Tara and Chris Batliner
Ellen Baty
Sandy and Larry Bauers
Terrence Baum SJ
Gina and Matthew Bednar
Molly and Keenan Berghoff
Gretchen Berry and Matthew Range
Susan and Scott Bick
Toni Jean Bink
Paula and Mike Birchmier
Jeanne and Bill Blanck
Patti and Charles Brady
Susan Bradley
Mary Jo and Robert Bregenzer
Charles and Rita Breusing
Caryn and Harry Brewer
Mary Britzow
Ruth Brito
Kathy and Bruce Brodie
Katie and Steve Brooks
Sandra Brooksahn
Katie and Michael Buchanan
Christopher Bumpus
Minnette Bumpus
William Bumpus
Babette Bumpus-Bradley
Yvette Bumpus Heath
Annette Bumpus-Page
Martha and John Burge
Wendy and Troy Burgess
Chris and Jerry Burke
Marianne and Timothy Burns
Michelle and Dan Cain
Chris and Michael Campo
Kathy and Frank Carey
Jean and Steven Carey-Brendle
Elizabeth Carroll
Mary and Ben Casey
Mary Chigos
Kate Christian
Kathy and Ray Clarke
Vonnie and George Clarke
Emily and John Claxton
Jan and Jeff Clayton
Robert and Cheryl Collins
Deborah and Paul Conklin
Lynda and Ed Connolly
Keith and Julie Connor
Barbara and Sid Cooke
Sara and Mike Corless
Susan and Ralph Corpuz
Mary and Ken Cox
Consuelo Cruz
Sheri and Carl Cuda
Kim and Tom Curry
Mark Curry
Dee and Scott Daniels
Amy and Vincent Davenport
Lynn and Tom De Bacco
Melody and Gerry Degnan
Joan and Harold Denkler
Lisa and Jeff DeRousse
Beth and David Deutsch
Lisa and Ted Dibble
Julie and Bill Dickerson
Jean and Tim Donaldson
Judy and Tim Donnelly
Pat and George Donnelly
Holly and Charlie Donohoe
Paul Donovan
Jeanne and Jeffrey Drelling
Kelly and Mick Drummond
Karim and Jack Dunbar
Patricia Dunphy CSJ
Michelle DyLacco
Virginia and Tom Edwards
Mike Egner
Coleene and Frank Espinosa
Janet and George Fague
Caela Farnen
Louise and Jim Farnen
Mimi Fasenmyer
Jerry Featherston
Mary Feighn
Ellen and Kerm Fenderl
Liz and Bob Ferron
Gig and Steve Ferro
Debbie and Dennis Finucane
Chrisy Fiorella
Marilyn Fischer
Kim and Bob Fiss
Maureen Fitzsimmons
Shauna and Steve Fletcher
Becky and Rob Flores
Sharon and Jim Flynn
Colleen Foley
Laura Foley and David Cimpl
Meg and Terry Flanagan
Monica and George Forbes
Janet Berger Frank
Peggy and Gene Freeman Jr
Susan and Laurence Freeman
Elizabeth and Brian Friedman
Sibley and Eric Frie
Julia Gargallo
Maggie and Michael Garozzo
Adrienne and Nathan Garrett
Virginia Geraci
Janine L Gerhardt
Nita and Kirk Gill
Denise Gilmore
Chris Giocondo
Alice Walsh-Girardeau and James Girardeau
Mary and Jeff Gorski
Janet and Joe Gose
Linda Grace
Nancy and Richard Graham
Melissa and Peter Grams
Janet and Frank Green
Becky and Mike Gude
Robert Gumbel
Virginia Guzman
Susie Haake
Beth and Chris Hafer
Sarah and Gustavo Halley
Joan and Raymond Hamilton
Nancy Hampton
Carol and David Harper
Amy Hart
Grace and Frank Hasbarg
Laurie and David Hashman
Karen Haynes
Karen and Hans Haywood
Martha Head
Louanne Hein
Arleen Hernon
Jackie and Tom Hershewhe
Maureen and Chris Hinken
Julie and Claus Hoerandner
Chrissa Hoffmeier
Joanne Holderman
Nina and Marc Hollabaugh
Ann and Rodney Hollaspe
Ann Horton
Margaret Huber
Mary Huber
Carrie Hudson
Bob Hulsey
Claudia and Scott Huse
Blair and Mike Hyde
Tracy and David Ingle
Paula and John Jackson
Tracy and Mike Jackson
Ellen and Ely Janis
Maria and Charlie Jenks
Suzanne and Roger Johnson
Valery and Robert Johnson
Laurie and Mark Juhinke
Kristin Kadel
Sue and Jason Karl
Karen Kelly
Stephen Kelly
Karen and David Kerr
Jane and Shawn Kieffer
Betsy and Larry Knackstedt
Lana and Kevin Krause
Lourdes and Jeffrey Krause
Libby and Kevin Kreighbaum
Elizabeth Krieger
Mary and Dgev Krull
Kris and Robert Lafferty
Ann Landers CSJ
Susan and Roger Langenheim
Patty and Tom Laughlin
David and Blythe Launder
Jeanie Launder
Nancy and Jim Lee
Randall and Karen Leimer
Kim Lemar
Lisa and John Lewis
Carol Lillis
Elizabeth and Charles Lillis
Mary Edith Lillis
Anne and Stephen Limbaugh
Michael and Debra Little
Amy and Eric Lovelace
Chuck Mackey
Martha Maher
Polly and Rich Mandl
Mimi Markel-Alderman
Christina Marks
Sue Marquis
Virginia and Larry Marshall
Alison and Richard Martin
Richard E. Martin
Judy and Kenny Marx
Betty Mascal
Sue and John Massman
Ann and Michael McAnuliffe
Dorothy and Bill McAnuliffe
Jennifer and Darren McBratney
HONOR ROLL
Gifts up to $99

Denise and Martin Adams
Anne and Matt Alexiou
Cristi and Kent Allen
Brenda and Mark Allerz
Jessica and Ben Amel
Lisa and Eric Anielak
Janell and Joe Anello
Maureen Antworth
Sharon Arnett
Jane and Russ Ascheman
Joan and Ken Asher
Chris and Brian Auckland
Sandy and Tom Bachman
Diana and Joseph Backer
Virginia Bagby
Laura and Rick Bailey
Mary Lou and Phillip Balano
Rosanne Barletta and Larry Briscoe
Pat Bartholome
Regina Bartman CSJ
Christina Barton
Mara Baun
Maggie Beacon
Mary Kate and Brandon Beck
Mary Pat Beck
Carol Bedient
Lenora Befort
Rita and Mark Beggs
Joan and Jerry Bernasky
Meghan Berry
Matthew Berntollot, Jr.
Jill and Kevin Bird
Christine and Stephen Black
Sandra and Larry Blackburn
Belinda Blake
Penny and Timothy Borel
Katherine and Bill Bowler
Mary and David Braddock
Jane and Bob Brahman
Susan Braile
Nancy Bramley
Susan and Steven Braun
Julie and Randy Bredar
Phyllis and David Brennan
Pat and Rich Brewster
Sarah and Josh Brewster
Dan Brock
Joanne and Mike Brosnan
Gina and Jeff Brownlee
Mary Bruegger
Leslie and Greg Bullington
Sara and Chris Burke
Teresa and Tom Burke
Diane and Olive Burnette
John Burroughs
Mike Burrows
Mary Pat and Gerye Burson
Dora Callahan
Mary Ann and Bruce Cappo
Stephanie and Greg Carlson
Jackie Carr
Victoria Cartee
Nancy and Nick Carter
Michele and Bob Castaneda
Mary Beth Cicchetti
Meaghan Cineros
Amy Clarkson
Linda Clarkson
Susan and Christopher Clemens
Virginia and PJ Clune
Patricia Clune CSJ
Catherine and Tony Coble
Gretchen Collins
Jean Collins
Kitty and Thomas Colwell
Tracey and Patrick Connancan
Terry and Sam Conner
Martha Conrad
Shawn and Tony Connell
Jodi and Scott Cook
Mary Coombs
Pamela Cooney
Karin and Jack Cooper
Jane and Tim Coppinger
Stephan and Erica Coppinger
Rosanne Corley
Marianne and Eric Corp
Peggy and Lawrence Countee
Marilyn and Jon Covington
Erin and Dan Cowan
Anne and Bud Cox

2014 Gifts 17
The following individuals donated to St. Teresa’s Academy in memory of a loved one or special friend. St. Teresa’s keeps all those in our community who lost a loved one in 2014 in our thoughts and prayers.
Nancy and Hal McGinnis
Kathy Oades-Kelly and John Kelly
Lynn and Jay Reardon
Maureen and Thomas Snead
Martha and Billy Stewart
Amy and Mike Waters

IN MEMORY OF REBECCA LUEKE
The Albrecht Family
Angela and Pete Allard
Susie and Mike Barnthouse
Grace and Charles Barth
Maggie Beacon
Joan and Jerry Bernasky
The Breed Family
Rita and Charles Breusing
Ruth Brito
Susan Campbell
Cheryl and Robert Collins
Erica and Stephen Coppinger
Scout Distefano
Laura Duchardt and Mike Walker
Families of Eclipse –
16 U Red 2012
Peggy and David Ekerdt
Kim and Bob Fiss
Janine L Gerhardt
Enrique Gutierrez
Sandy and Joe Harris
Karen and Hans Haywood
The Healy Family
The Heck Family
Mary Ann Heckman and Michael Crowe
Kathy and Rich Hilliard

Stephen Kelly
Laura and Leo Kenney
Jill and Barry Koster
Fran and Matt Lester
Lisa and John Lewis
Debbie and Don Lueke
Chuck Mackey
Margoth Mackey
Kate and Bill Mahoney
Kathy Marton
Cynthia and Pat McCarthy
Grace McCarthy
The McGraw Family
Stephanie and Thomas McHugh
Charles Meisch
Joellen and Rob Messerli
Ronald Miglino
Kathy Morton
Laura Neenan
Marie and Bob Neenan
Kathy and Jack Newman
Amie and Chris Novosel
Starla and Darrel Ohrenberg
The O’Neill Family
Catherine and Russell Pedersen
Michael Philips
Hallie Ryan
Scott Schepker Family
Mary Margaret and Bernard Stegnund
Paula Siler
Erin Schneider Stucky and Paul Stucky & Family
Students of Truman High School
Visitation Church
Linda and John Weber
Becky and Gary White
Linda and Mike Wilber
Karen Holden Young
Teresa of Avila Society

The Teresa of Avila Society recognizes and celebrates those who include St. Teresa’s Academy in their estate plan. Your planned gift creates a legacy that will carry on St. Teresa’s mission of excellence in Catholic education for generations to come.

If you have named St. Teresa’s in your estate planning, please let us know so we may recognize your generosity.

Rebecca Appelman
Martha Conrad
Mary Ellen Daly
Mary Ellen Devine
Patricia and George Donnelly
Eleanor¹ and Paul Flattery
Evelyn¹ and Don Foley
Linda Ann Grace
Mary Betty Green
Chris and Christian Hegg
Bette and William Hoskins
Annabel Jones¹
Loretta Kelley¹
Mary Margaret and
Robert¹ Malley
Cathy and John F Marx
Paula and Mike¹ McNeary
Marion Melzarek¹
Norma L Mitchell
Connie Sue and John Murphy
Barbara and Michael O’Flaherty
Margaret Owens
Carol and David F Sindelar

Marybeth Swartz-O’Malley
Rose Teicher²
Mary Agnes Thornhill²
Frank Toplikar
Julie Trotter
Bonnie and Gary L Vontz
Arden Weis
Leslie and Jim Whitaker
Faith and Richard Wilson
Donors by Graduating Class

The following is a list of all benefactors of St. Teresa’s Academy in chronological order by graduation year. Thank you to all who support our beloved Academy.

Some graduating classes are in need of a class representative. If you are interested in volunteering, please contact Kathleen Barry at kbarry@stteresasacademy.org or 816.501.0023.

1935
Mary Donovan Bruegging

1938
Dorothy Duffy Flanagan
Mary Betty Bahl Green
Carolyn Cavanaugh Stanton

1939
Betty Baldwin Mascal

1940
Rep: Jean Alyward Dunn
Jean Alyward Dunn

1941
Rep: Catherine Bush Ormsby
Mary Catherine Halpin Hale
Mary Margaret Ormsby Malley
Betty Reinjens McDonnell
Catherine Bush Ormsby

1942
Rep: Dolores Waters Fleming
Maureen Reinhart Antworth
Olga Toplikar Ramey

1943
Rep: Marybeth Malsie O’Malley
Virginia Gerhardt Clune
Marybeth Malsie Swartz O’Malley

1944
Joan Canning Denkler

1945
Rep: Pat Ferris
Mary Lou Wilkinson Meiners
Mary Catherine O’Donnell
Shine

1946
Rep: Estelle Murphy
Patricia Wren Gardner
Rosemary Cannon Kilker
Anne Mesplay Limbaugh
Estelle Murphy

1947
Rep: Regina Howard Carrigan

1948
Rep: Barbara Reitz Schweiger
Deborah Hurley Smith
Virginia Ziegler Bagby
Deborah Hurley Smith
Pat Quirk Whiteley

1949
Rep: Judy Hadel Reichmeier
Mary Ann Donovan CSJ
Martha Becker Head
Mary Edith Lillis
Peggy Rafter Massman
Julie Reardon

1950
Rep: Joan Lodde Thompson
Susan Polito Braile
Martha M. Enright Burge
Helen Hodes Heft
Janet Pflumm Lillis
Joan Lodde McGee Thompson
Ann Hatton Von Gremm

1951
Rep: Marilyn Carrigan Fennesy
Mary Lou Morroto Balano
Barbara Hodes Culver

1952
Rep: Susan Cowherd Bradley
Susan Cowherd Bradley
Mary Jo Giudici O’Byrne
Albertine Baumgartner-Votapek
Joan Haynes Watts

1953
Rep: Antoinette Kopp Powers
Rita J. Kowalczyk Levens
Sheila Lillis Lyons
Ruth Tracy Meunier
Carol Shaugnessy Miller
Maureen White O’Connor
Antoinette Kopp Powers
Verna Kerans Spicka
Sally Green Sulzer
Patricia Ketterlind Welsh

1954
Teresa Henninger Burke
Noreen Petersen Dempsey
Zita Ann Hayes Easterday
Deborah Hughes Keenan
Janet Spaulding McDonnell
Mary Lancaster O’Dower
Marianne Geier Souders
Patti Conlon Van Buskirk
Micheline Di Bella Weber

1955
Rep: Marilyn Murphy
Mary Ellen O’Keefe Devine
Joan Lathrop Hamilton
Nancy Fligg Hampton
Dana Merli Hughes
Judy Morrissey Mason
Charlotte Lee Mehrer
Claudia Carr Rafter
Susan Price Rice
Virginia Brown Schmelz
Anita DeFeo Schneider
Rita Coolick Zahner

1956
Rep: Fran Spruill Schilling
Sandra Brosnahan
Jane Egender Bruening
Elaine Stewart Daus
Patricia Coolick Dunn
Linda Grace
Judith Gibbons McDermott
Ann Lancaster McShane
Judie Stephenson Scanlon
Frances Spruill Schilling
Arden Sickman Weiss

1957
Rep: Peggy Gramlich Baker
Sharon O’Connor Potts
Peggy Gramlich Baker
Toni Jean Bink
Jo Ann Navarro Cloninger
Kitty Wagner Colwell
Martha Law Conrad
Marilyn Riccardi Covington
Anita Hughes Dunn
Virginia Bonino Geraci
Jane McNary Keller
Susan McMichael Langenheim
Patty Lee
Barbara Feild Meyer
Mary Ann Nestel CSJ
Sharon O’Connor Potts
Lanti Frey Riederer
Elizabeth Maguire San Filippo
Pat Pearson Sargent
Nancy Tobin Schorgl
Donna Jones Welch

1959
Rep: Mary McLiney
Marla Baun
Mary Ann Dunn Brown
Pamela Cox Cooney
Carolyn Schwartz Collings
Grace Bartholome Hasbar
Gayle Danzo Johnson
Karen Mahoney
Mary McLiney
Mary M. Regan Morgan
Ruth Himmelberg Noel
Jeanette Sachen Paugh
Sally Coleman Saks

1960
Rep: Pat Geraghty Clark
Regina Bartman CSJ
Mary Ellen Thornhill Dick
Patricia Dunphy CSJ
Virginia Nelson Edwards
Colleen Nestor Enna
Linda Pfeiffer Hill
Jesdon Haake McCohen
Diane Tiefen Schloegl
Mary Michelle Bien Sharp
Kathleen O’Neill Smith
Kathleen Schurig Sullivan
Peggy Klein Todd
Leslie Horn Worchester
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1961
Reps: Karol Peterson Fitzhugh
Michele Bailey Kizer
Joanne Mayer Kurre
Kathleen O’Connor Lombardo
Darleen Kerwin Porch
Jill Churchman Wall
Judith Higgins Barker
Sandra Klug Blackburn
Joanne Lynch Brosnanah
Mary Moran Dolan
Martha Meagher Downey
Theresa Morris Egelhoff
Sheila McGrath Ekermann
Janet Orscheln Fague
Suzanne Flanzer Fisch
Karol Peterson Fitzhugh
Suzanne Kelly Holland
Jody Clune Hudson
Michele Bailey Kizer
Susan St. Clair Laubengayer
Kathleen O’Connor Lombardo
Teresa Haake Lyon
Toni Klein McDermott-Jerald
Kathy Fisher Mulvey
Darleen Kerwin Porch
Diane Ghent Query
Kathleen Richards
Jill Churchman Wall
Kris Zacher Zonda

1962
Reps: Cathy Hughes Marx
Julie Trotter
Joan Strayer Asher
Patricia Clune CSJ
Liz Barnes Donaldson
Jerolyn Muenks Dickey
Michael Gutzowski RSM
Linda Hardwick Hicks
Cathy Hughes Marx
Mary Susan Moran Nolan
Dennie Oades
Aileen Altman Richmond
Kathy Ridge

1963
Reps: Sharon Reardon Flynn
Lamorrie Grindinger
Larompnt
Roberta Lancaster
Kathy Tienhe Carey
Sharon Reardon Flynn
Elizabeth Kirchner Krison
Roberta Lancaster
Janice Sheridan
Jeanine Kerwin Scandjoord

1964
Reps: Barbara Tienhe Flynn
Celeste Cody Gogel
Kathy Tripplett Polinski

1965
Reps: Jane Purcell Rues
Jeanne Osterbent
Marcia Murdock Allen
Sharon Arnett
Nancy Sheridan Carter
Janice Kopp Clune
Anne Cameron Damico
Dorothy Meiners Easterday
Jerry Schloegel Featherston
Ellen Moran Fraser
Mary Ellen Roche Gawlik
Sandy Durward Griesel
Jeanne Oades Hakanson
Rosemary Basile Jawad
Kathleen Kelley
Mary Leigh Reardon Krull
Judy Nelson Marx
Kathy McGinley
Jane Purcell Rues
Susan Poland Sappington
Deanna Purdon Sprenger
Bonnie Hocevar Vantay
Judy Kenny Warren

1966
Reps: Molly Fagen Grams
Donna Hepler Loren

1967
Reps: Mary Jo Giblin Saviano
Marianne Kelly Sears

1968
Reps: Anne Devaney

1969
Reps: Kathleen Fleming Barry
Louanne Hein

1970
Reps: Ellen Baty
Molly McCaffrey
Gallagher

1971
Reps: Jan Stephenson
Kathy Haake Walters

1972
Reps: Martha Estrada-Robinson
Jane Tiehen
Quarnstrom

1973
Reps: Kim Kraus Curry
Kathleen O’Brien

Donors by Class
Sandra Brennan Painter
Alma Jacobs Rollison
Maureen Shine
Betty Ward Srawn
Jan Toplikar-Welsh
Molly Iverson Wiedeman

1974
Rep: Laura Mulloy Barton
Patricia Mahoney Baker
Suzanne Schmiedeler
Barnthouse
Rita Kramer Beggs
Kellee Nash Hercules
Kathy Halpin Huppe
Karen Schweiger Komoroski
Jeanne Blanck Lancey
Susan Sark Mayerle
Katy Sheehan Morris
Kathleen Duffy O’Kane
Sharon Meyers Perry
Nancy Seibold
Maggie Shine
Vicki Lechtenberg Silverman
Kathleen Rydings St. John

1975
Rep: Mary Heshion McColla
Nancy Van Buskirk Connell
Joan Toplikar Jones
Sarah McCarthy Mehl
Maureen Nash
Chelly Rodgers Pfeifer
Jane Ramm Rereich
Anastasia Adams Royer
Maureen Taylor

1976
Rep: Patty Hoake Herr
Peggy Youngblood Allen
Roseana Privitera Biondo
Kathleen Thompson Brown
Janet Reichmeier Burns
Laura Slickman Connealy
Mary Jo Geisel De Maio

Jeanne Hayes Dreiling
Susan Tuckness Eubank
Debbie Browne Feehan
Laura Foley
Katie Herrington Hiett
Kathy Teahan Jantusch
Susan Weinand Lamb
Kim Franke Lemar
Susannah Ingram Lesswing
Jane Halpin Luton
Mary Pat Jackson Purcell
Teresa Snodell Ruider
Elin Sullivan
Lisa Sullivan

1977
Reps: Mary Beth Aylward
Cicchetti
Paula Schweiger
Holmquist
Carol Rost
Belinda Blake
Mary Beth Aylward Cicchetti
Deborah Duchardts Conklin
Carol Massman Fryer
Tina Reardon Gaughan
Laurie Meyer Hathman
Kathy Massman Hilliard
Laura Oudland Huber
Joan Dors Jones
Cheryl Reintjes Nichols
Jennifer Johnston O’Neill
Susan Stubbers Scully

1978
Reps: Mary Ann Cartella
Cappo
Moira Kelly Healy
Peggy Daly Sparks
Minnette Bumpus Ph.D
Christine McNellis Burke
Mary Ann Cartella Cappo
Barbara Concannon Dehamsers
Roberta Gumbel
Moira Kelly Healy
Cathy Cornell Jenkins

Carol Lillis
Ann McAuliffe
Bridget Williams Proskie
Meg Runyan Stafford
Megan Burke Viviano

1979
Rep: Joane VanDyke Wilkerson
Carol Ann Aylward
Colleen O’Sullivan Bauman
Katherine Geisel Bowler
Lynn King De Bacco
Amy Winslow Fennesy
Colleen Foley
Joan Reichmeier Huber
Debra Berg Knowles
Jeanette Ross LePique
Polly Cordes Mandl
Amy Glotchbach Migliazzo
Nancy Spence McGinnis
Lynn Sullivan Reardon
Maureen Mertes Snead
Mary Teresa Sullivan
Katherine Weidler Todd
Amy Ismert-Waters
Joane Van Dyke Wilkerson

1980
Reps: Molly Brennan
Morrissey
Jennifer Keller Petree
Liz Jones Ferron
Shauna Aylward Fletcher
Judith Larson Harey
Yvette and Brian Heath
Margaret Brock Huber
Lori Lewer Kaylor
Jane Growney Kieffer
Anne Runyan Kremers
Christina White Marks
Sarah Johnson Medaviella
Joellen O’Byrne Messerli
Mary Montag
Maureen Savage Morris

Molly Brennan Morrissey
Patsy Livingston Mullen
Nancy Schneider O’Neill
Laura Burrill Parkey
Anita Duchardt Sattler
Gina Meyers Smrt
Marcia Toplikar
Kathleen Aylward Wiedeman

1981
Rep: Mary Lewis Cary
Penny Tucker Borel
Gretchen Collins
Susan Seigfreid Crowe
Katie McShane Gadwood
Theresie McNamara Genger
Teresa Bowersox-Jefferson
Kristen McAuliffe Kerwin
Margie Cowherd Morrison
Ann Cochran O’Brien
Kathy Bohrer Rohr
Barbie Fritzlen Travis

1982
Reps: Colleen Dorrian Egan
Susan Miller Schilling
Beth Beil Deutsch
Judy Schmiedeler Donnellan
Laura Duchardt
Bridget Fahey
Christine McDonnell Fielder
Jodie Gravino Harris
Karen and Hans Haywood
Ann Slaughter Hixon
Carol Broski Kane
Jackie Karl Owens
Patsy Marnett Smith
Bonnie Kellerman Spence
Lynn Kelly Willauer
Ann Bushman Zimmerman
1983

Rep: Mary Beth Rice Andersson
Mary Beth Rice Andersson
Chrissey Effertz Fiorella
Maureen Fitzsimmons
Mollie Reiter Grever
Karen Hamen
Ann Fitzgerald Hodes
Renee Cramer Hunter
Angela Murphy
Suzanne Loeffelholz Oliver
Karen Curry O’Neill
Anne McAuray Pautler
Betsy O’Brien Pitts
Anne Fritzlen Randolph
Betsy Rhodes Repine
Peggy McShane Rowe
Alie Scholes
Susan Sterner Spence

1984

Reps: Maureen Malley O’Toole
Mary Padilla
Susan Broski Corpuz
Mary Plewa Cox
Ellen Kelly Daley
Kelly Wood Finn
Amy Mc Liney Hart
Mary Byrne Luder
Julie Miller McCann
Cathy Bessenbacher Olberding
Barbie Super O’Toole
Mary Padilla
Ann Tierney Prochnow
Stephanie Wills Sakoulas
Kathleen Behrmann
Van Lieshout
Kristine Zondca

1985

Reps: Amy Latenser
Carol Martin Tracy
Beth Jungk Bentsman
Consuelo Cruz
Kathleen Waris Cuddy
Barbara Sterner Kennedy
Maria Dunn Looney
Cynthia Vines McCarthy
Colleen Sullivan Palmer
Katie Bax Richardson
Amy Wiedeman Thompson
Carol Martin Tracy
Lynne Brady-Wagner

1986

Reps: Sally Runyan Bloskey
Julie Growney Lewer
Babette Bumpus-Bradley
Annette Bumpus-Page
Mary Connolly Hornbeck
Claudia Rowland Huse
Karen McShane
Liz O’Flaherty
Katherine Moran Schell
Yumi Stroder
Theresa Becker-Waller

1987

Reps: Mary Beth Clune Compton
Kristine Carley
Michelle Togg
Mary Beth Clune Compton
Pam Scaro Hunt
Marion Spence Pierson

1988

Reps: Liz Handlen
Megan Baker
Mary Ryan Strati
Maria Carrillo Arrieta
Kristin Steed Crawford
Ann Thompson Eckels
Tricia Fitzsimmons
Michelle Freeman
Alicia Lopez Garcia
Liz Handlen
Amy Sloan Haning
Lourdes Vallazza Krause
Jennifer O’Neil McBratney
Kristi Kramer Morris
Kelly Hokanson Voitenko
Christian Weld-Brown

1989
Reps: Bridget Baker
Erica Walton Rosales
Dana Patterson
Lisa Trigg Williams
Annie Cuni Armstrong
Mary Meiners Braddock
Annalise Sorrentino Hartig
Peggy Flattery Kasper
Molly McCarthy Maxwell
Kristin Koeting O’Byrne
Dana Patterson
Kiran Chandra Ross
Megan Fitzgerald Schaefer
Claire Meyenburg Smith
Cathy Sullivan

1990
Rep: Andrea Ways Newman
Brenda Smith Allert
Devon Coffey
Amy Massman Crily
Jenny Peterson Merati
Kim Warren

1991
Reps: Amy Blickhan
Andrea Gunn Carroll
Ellen Reiter Klem
Erika Dubill Hille
Kelly Ireland
Ellen Reiter Klem
Amy Mendez Pendleton
Kathy Lisson Schirger

1992
Reps: Peggy Hiebi Crawford
Mary Warren Oades
Katie Ackerman Buchanan
Susan Parra Clements
Barbara Muehlbach Cusick
Erin Walsh Flood
Cammett Krushall
Mary Warren Oades

1993
Reps: Jenny Craig
Melissa Meagher-Hebert
Emily Aylward Vogt
Erin Donnelly Cowan
Keely Endecott Daly
Joan Schieber
Allison Fahey Schorgl
Emily Aylward Vogt
Laura Guilhot Wilkison

1994
Reps: Melissa Oades Grams
Megan Clarke Tunley
Jessica Fuhrken Amel
Emily Leonard Claxton
Roseanne Ciarello Corley
Emily Clisbee Day
Katie Cubria Esser
Melissa Oades Grams
Kara Walsh Holohan
Bridget Sweeney Logan
Lori Bailey Meyer
Sheila Wirkus Pendergast
Katie Scanlon Williams

1995
Reps: Nikki Jones
Nichelle Renaud
Alicia Stacy Bailey
Michelle Tipton DiLiacco
Polly Mulligan Thomas
Colleen Cowan Williams

1996
Reps: Amy Aldrich
Jill Trozzolo Wuetherich
Amy Aldrich
Anne Waris Alexiou
Ellen Bauers Janis
Karen Moran Redlich
Mary Warren Oades

1997
Reps: Colleen McEvoy Schorg
Erin White Neuburger
Colleen McEvoy Schorgl
Molly Newman Sisulak

1998
Reps: Beth Brown
Breanne Coleman
Kelli Dow
Stacy Porto
Katie Whooley Anderson
Maria Carrillo Arrieta
Christin Cipolla DiMartino
Julie Fahey Hoerandner
Laurie Whydow Juhne
Lauren Teaney Kruhl
Catherine Marx Morrisity
Betsy Reardon O’Brien
Erin QuinWarm Powell
Molly Barry Salinarini
Colleen Welsh Teasdale
Cantrell Jelley Wenzel

1999
Reps: Brooke Kuechler Harris
Jessica Schechter
Thomas
Devin Blackburn
Amy Clarkson
Brooke Kuechler Harris
Mary Jane Groff Judy
Molly Wholey Lane
Christine Deeken Pyre
Molly Rothove
Michaela Hand Soyland
Lori Moore Underwood

2000
Reps: Sarah Trozzolo Brewster
Jessica Dotson
Sarah Trozzolo Brewster
Gretchen Ekerdt
Bridget Glyn Krieger
Sacha Nana
Molly White Van Rhen
Annie Leonard Wolf

2001
Reps: Jacque Curry
Paloma Juarez
Meghan Berry
Meredith Hartley
Jeanne Neenan Lauder
Ashleigh Diaz Noel
Shae Stark Paradise
Maureen Walsh

2002
Reps: Katie Barry
Bridget McLaughlin
Cesar
Teresa Gabhart
Beth VanDyke
Susie Moran Vreeland
Megan Madden Blaufuss
Meghan Healy Cisneros
Joanna Lolll Devereaux
Beth Haden
Betsy Healy

2003
Reps: Keisha Clay
Sarah Hoffmeier
Mary-Catherine Libertino
Reinert
Gretchen Berry
Sarah Hoffmeier
Cara Thompson Hoover
Holly Jenkins Long
Alicia Collins Philer

2004
Reps: Emily Mulloy
Annie Haden Tweedy
Maureen Healy
Allison Wilkerson Marchese
Emily Mulloy
Lynette Samborski
Jennifer Vogel Schroeder
Annie Haden Tweedy
Laura Prather Vernaci

2005
Reps: Kathleen Musgrave
Spiking
Michaela McKenny
Elizabeth Medina
Suzanne Russell Parker

2006
Reps: Molly Wilkerson Green
Sarah Tampke
Molly Wilkerson Green
Amanda Textor Hibbs
Mary Huber
Kathleen Heerman Jekel
Julie Shuss

2007
Reps: Theresa Haden
Kelly Nelson
Theresa Haden
Kathleen Medina
Colleen Owens
Francesca Swalwell

2008
Reps: Shannon Curry
Kate Christian

2009
Reps: Carli Campbell
Lauren Donaco

Every effort has been made to accurately reflect the finances and listings of our benefactors for the year 2014. Kindly forward any corrections to Greg Carlson at gcarlson@steresasacademy.org or phone: 816.301.0011 x 160.

‘ denotes deceased

Donors by Class 27
Listed below are the generous contributors of the Women's Circle of Giving (WCG), a philanthropic group of women who enjoy collaborating to advance the mission of St. Teresa's Academy. The WCG specifically supports the many needs of STA faculty members and students that lie outside of the current operating budget.

Please consider joining the Women's Circle of Giving by contacting President Nan Bone at 816.501.0021 or nbone@stteresasacademy.org.

Jan Agnew
Katie Anderson
Peggy Baker
Kathleen Barry
Colleen Bauman
Joanie Bauman
Nan Bone
Kate Brown
Mary Ann Brown
Jane Bruening
Jo Ann Cloninger
Laura Connealy
Nancy Connell
Cathy Cooney
Barbara Cusick
Erin Darcy
Eileen Drummond
Anita Dunn
Connie Fahey
Sue Fahey
Barbara Flynn
Celeste Gogel
Barb Haden
Beth Haden
Kathy Hauser
Roseann Hudnall
Carrie Hudson
Debi Hudson
Jane Kelter
Cheryl Lady
Molly Lane
Tammy Laudan
Beth Madden
Cathy Marx
Barb McCormick
Amy McKenny
Mary McLiney
Patty McMahon
Karen Miller
Jean Neenan
Amy Nelson
Kathy Newman
Jody Olson
Sharon Perry
Kathy Polisnelli
Mary Kay Porter
Ann Prochnow
Jane Quarnstrom
Peggy Reardon
Mary Ring
Megan Schaefer
Michele Schloegel
Sr Ann Schorfheide CSJ
Colleen Schorgl
Nancy Schorgl
Jennifer Schroeder
Jan Stacy
Holly Streeter-Schaefer
Kitty Tierney
Julie Trotter
Annie Tweedy
Anna Marie Vogel
Pamela Walther
Marcia Warwick
Janet Wholey
Diane Wilmot
Mission Statement

St. Teresa’s Academy is committed to the education of young women. We are a Catholic, independent, college preparatory high school sponsored by the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet. The Academy is rooted in Christian values and embraces a diverse student body. We promote excellence in education through a challenging curriculum, personal responsibility, participation in extracurricular activities and an expectation of success.
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